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Area Measures
Thursday 10/30/08
Do-now: Measuring area
Along with this sheet you got another that just has shapes drawn on it. Flip that sheet over to the side with a grid and just
two shapes. We will call one square of the grid a "square." We can use squares as a unit to measure area with.

1. What is the area of the rectangular shape?

2. What is the area of the other shape?

3. Draw a shape that has an area of six squares.

Measuring with area units
If you flip your shape sheet over, you will find several more shapes, labeled A through G. We will be finding the area of
these as well. However, we have no grid; instead, we will be using separate units that we can lay on top of the paper.

4. How will you use these units to find area?

5. Will the area of something be a larger number when measured in reds, blues, or whites? How do you know?

6. Find the area in both reds and blues of each of the first three shapes.
A = reds

B = reds

C = reds

A = blues

B = blues

C = blues
7. Suppose that C has an area of 4 greens. Where does the unit "green" belong in the ranking of size?

Measuring with mixed units
8. The easiest way to measure the remaining shapes is to mix together some reds, some blues, and some whites.

Find, and write as a math expression, the area of...

D =

E =

F =



Area Measures Homework
1. I have two area measures here called a cronk and a blort that I have used to measure out the box the two

measures are shown in.

a) Write the area of the box in both blorts and cronks.

box = cronks box = blorts

b) Which is larger, a blort or a cronk? Explain how you know.

2. Suppose that I have two other area measures, drups and gorns. Based on the picture below...
a) Would the box in problem 1 measure more or less than 8 drups?

b) Would the box in problem 1 measure more or less than 8 gorns?

3. Write the measure of the four areas below based on what you see in the pictures. Your measure will have to
involve several units added together.

a)

b)

c)

d)

4. I measure a box as 3 cronks. You measure it as 5 gorns. Could we both be right? Why?

5. I measure a box as 5 cronks. You measure it as 9 drups. Could we both be right? Why?


